
                  Let Each Lost Butterfly Go Home 

The apocalypse is so sweet. 

Ninna always knew it would have ended this way.  That’s why she touches her own hair with long 

and beautiful fingers as if she was mixing rice with embers. Because this is how we accept the 

truth, by performing little gestures. 

“What do you see?” Ninna says. 

“Nothing, I see nothing.” He answers. 

“And what do you see from your teeth?” 

“From my teeth?” 

“Yes.” 

“I see a lemon tree. And I see the whales, they are floating on top of Athens, facing the sun.” 

“And the skin? What does your skin says?” 

“I’m sorry.” 

“That is you, you’re saying it, not the skin.”  

“I am the skin, only that.” 

“This is why you burn?” 

“This is why I stop.” 

And then, he who answers the questions dies.  

Once again, the man with the large and bruised forehead and the big lips dies. 

And Ninna once again looks at the coast. She sees the dark outline of the coast, a blend of light 

fog and traces of color: a stage where the tree denies the rock and the rock goes further away 

to hide the crevice, where the buzzard appears and disappears faster than any landslide,  and 

the landslide is far away and hidden, enclosed in the exact line of the coast, the coast that joins 



the sea and denies any possible fog with a single light. Against the coast Ninna sees the first 

clouds. They’re bound together and thick, similar to a blue and grey mud. Over the coast, 

higher, the clouds appear with a more defined shape and the sunset, almost gone, clashes 

against them, and under and above them. 

In the centre of the sea, the space once occupied by the ancient city of Athens, the clouds are 

vertical and dark, blood-like, copper-like, and inside of them the wind blows. Dots of vivid red, 

soft and round, are scratched by the quick passage of green and dark glazes. 

Ninna strokes the face of the man who often dies, and then sands up and walks away. Her hair is 

much taller than the people who are escaping from the wild waves. While the apocalypse grows, 

while the world keeps ending, Ninna becomes vast and boundless. 

Her face, that due to a rare beauty, already in the past generated equal admiration and 

subjection, right now, to the tired eyes of the people who live at the beach, appears similar to a 

monolith of stone carved by the ice. Often, the survivors of the beach are blinded by the look of 

her. In those moments they instinctively close their eyelids, forced by an exaggerated version of 

the same subjection and admiration that in the past would had persuade them to look at Ninna 

walking in the street, wrapped in her long dark coats, trying to understand if the mysterious 

quality of her smile was an invitation or a warning.  

But if back then, during the age of the rents and the jobs, during the days of the bars and the 

art shows and the love affairs, if then, very rarely Ninna would have had reciprocated the 

attentions of the others. Right now, while the sweet apocalypse keeps confirming her old 

supposition, Ninna reciprocates, actually, anticipates the attentions of the others. And it must 

be this sudden openness, so longed preserved, mixed with her beauty, that makes her blinding. 

But not only for that. There are other reasons. Other reasons that can’t be pronounced yet , 

because those who are trying to escape from the sea, getting hurt against the rocks already 

discovered the other reasons but do not remember them. As it should be. It’s their duty to 

discover why Ninna blinds them all erases the memories, just to find out again, and so on. This is 

why Ninna approaches them handing out a jar full of water. Because she knows everything, but 

they all are thirsty and scared, so everything she knows doesn’t have a value. Not yet. 

Theo is wearing a brown woolen pajama. He’s always the first one who talks. He will always be 

the first one who says: it feels nice to be back home. 



The laughs with which the other survivors commentate Theo’s sentence are the signal. 

Everything can continue, starting again, once more. Ninna knows exactly what is about to 

happen. That’s why she goes away, without answering the many questions coming from the 

survivors. Ninna, during the previous repetition of the same dynamics has tried every type of 

reaction. She informed the survivors, she warned them, she invited them to escape or to resist, 

she physically opposed the process, brandishing weapons, she created and formulated spells. She 

even tried to immolate herself for them. None of these strategies ever made any differences. 

If the world before the end of the world presented a general plot that was hard to challenge, 

but that was still possible to change, the world during the end of the world imposes its script 

with ferocious strictness. What is supposed to happen, it happens. 

Walking away from the sea, Ninna knows that some of the survivors are beginning to realize 

something strange is going on. Ninna doesn’t need to even look at them to be aware that they 

are trying to warn the others, pointing at the approaching danger. Ninna knows that the others 

don’t understand. The others don’t understand because they can’t see, not yet. They will. They 

will see and they will understand, but not before being attacked. To suffer the aggression is the 

only gate that allows a clear vision. During the days, weeks or months that precede their 

aggression, the survivors will be only able to observe the sudden and anguished postures adopted 

by some of the other companions. Who has not been attacked yet will ask himself: why are they 

holding their own throats so firmly? Why do they throw themselves on the ground? Which 

invisible force persuades them to jump back into those waves that nearly killed them? And the 

eyes, they will ask themselves, those eyes without irises, what do they mean? The only other 

survivors who could answer, are the ones who have been attacked. But they can’t explain it, 

because they vanished the moment after the aggression took place. 

The only other person who could tell what’s going on is Ninna. But Nina already tried it. She 

already experienced the meaningless of the revelation. That’s why she walks away. They were 

thirsty, and she gave them water. That’s all she could do for them. And it’s done. 

 The place where the man often dies waits for Ninna to be back, it’s a place that changes 

appearance, life after life, death after death. It can be made of a simple doormat. Sometimes 

the place looks like a stage or like a museum during the lootings that follow a revolution. Very 



often, as it happens right now, the rock gets black. Ninna observes the dark color emerging from 

the rock. Then, from the dark color, little strips of paper emerge. 

Ninna knows that the man is not dying anymore, and she knows he’s curious.  

“The fish again?” He asks. 

“No.” Ninna answers, while the survivors scream and run around. 

“So are the birds attacking them this time?” 

“No, not the birds. The plants.” 

Ninna sits next to the blind man who often dies, and she explains the attack suffered by the 

survivors. 

“Here,” Ninna says pushing the man’s neck, “here the bougainvillea is cutting their skin, using 

spikes that are longer and sharper than a lion’s teeth. Here” Ninna says touching the heart of 

the man “Here the attack is lead by the flowers of the yellow digitalis. Hundreds of teeth 

appeared along the petals and the trunks, covering even the pistils, and they now cut and dig 

here.” Ninna says now pushing on the man’s belly. 

“And the others who are not attacked, can’t they see what’s going on?” 

“Only the results of the attack.” 

“But they have been attacked thousands of times too. They should know. They should 

remember.” 

“You have been dead thousands of times too, but you also don’t remember, do you?” 

“I remember I loved you. I remember I let you down.” 

“You don’t remember how.” 

“Do you?” 

“Sadly, I only remember that.” 

“Tell me.” 



The body of the man who wants to know how he has been able to love and to delude, is covered 

by an infinite series of cracks. From these cracks, that can be dark but also yellow, a smoke 

comes out. The smoke, instead of floating in the air, remains attached to skin of the man 

darkening it. 

You always wanted to be guilty of everything “ Ninna says, “all the shames were yours, all the 

mistakes, all the pains, even my pain, you made it yours. You built an isolated shack, the walls 

were made with your dead and your responsibilities, your ghosts and your drinks, your stories, 

your projects always on the edge of starting and always still, and you painted the shack as if it 

was a hell, a little provincial hell with you as building administrator, and you did it in order to 

suffer comfortably in it,  horribly and comfortably. Then you let us in, and you showed us the 

bones and the sleeping dogs, the tongue, the pillow where your ghosts lay their heads to sip the 

light, and after, with love and kindness, full of fear and resigned tiredness, you destroyed 

everything. To protect yourself inside the ruins, as a squid inside its ink. Afraid of being 

disappointed, you sacrificed not only your illusions, but mine too, ours. Every illusion, inside 

your little hell, has been sacrificed to portrait your choices as the only available choices: the 

simplicity, the autocracy of the pain has suffocated the complex risk of any possible happiness. I 

loved you, and you loved me. And it wasn’t enough. That’s how it went. But also in thousands 

other ways.” 

“Tell them all. It’s all I’ve got.” 

“I can’t. I should choose the right words, only the right ones. And not because words are 

important, as you often said: words aren’t important. The shape of the words is important. The 

shape that the words evocate inside our heads and on our tongues. Because it’s with that shape 

that we manage, when we manage, to gain silence. Just to lose it and search for it again and 

again. And so you see, I should find infinite words included, or imprisoned, by equally infinite 

silences in order to tell you everything. And probably it won’t be enough.” 

“But we have time, now.” 

“We always had it,” Ninna says stroking his head “we always had it.” 

As usual, the man dies, again. Ninna looking at him and feels a strong tenderness, sudden and 

painful, thinking about the two of them, on that beach, in the middle of the world that keeps 



ending, inside the apocalypse, talking about love and regrets: tiny, stupid and so precious 

punctuation. 

On the beach, the survivors who haven’t been attacked yet are already establishing hierarchies, 

some of them are trying to explain the world with complicated lies, some others are planning 

escape plans. 

Ninna looks at them, illuminated by the light of a sun in which she doesn’t believe. The survivors 

turn their head toward her and freeze. Ninna is vast and fragile. She represents the rare, 

irremediable beauty of those sentenced to death who would want to die but that instead, 

without explanations, are constantly saved. It is an imperious and resolved beauty; a beauty 

which opens to the winds and dark, and fresh. Like a lump of minerals illuminated by the passing 

glow of a lighthouse or a candle. 

The survivors are forced to close their eyes, blinded. 

The apocalypse also closes its eyes. 

The border between the beginning and the end of the world is a smiling darkness that lasts for 

too long and not long enough. 

     

    

                    

                  


